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VILLAHERMOSA, TABASCO, MEXICO, 
Nov. 12 — A half million are homeless and there 
are uncounted deaths from the torrential rains 
that hit the state of Tabasco for several days 
— all because of capitalism’s utter disregard for 
Mexico’s workers. Eighty percent of Tabasco, a 
state larger than Massachusetts, was under wa-
ter. Many spent days on the roofs of their houses. 
Roads, bridges and more than 100,000 homes 
have been destroyed. Potable water, food, medi-
cine and clothes are in very short supply for tens 
of thousands of workers and their families who 
have still not found refuge.

Even worse than the horrific effects of Kat-
rina in New Orleans, such natural phenomena are 
turned into racist, anti-working class tragedies 
by the profit system. Most of Tabasco’s victims 
were extremely poverty-stricken workers and in-
digenous people — in a country where 40% are 
jobless and half the population tries to survive on 
less than $2 a day.

Tabasco’s local bosses and Mexico’s federal 
rulers are responsible for these deaths, injuries 
and destruction. “The tragedy of Tabasco could 
have been avoided with relatively simple and in-
expensive measures,” said Salvador Briceño, di-
rector of the UN’s International Strategy for the 
Reduction of Disasters (El Universal, 11/3).

Opposition mis-leader López Obrador, who 
ran against the current president, Felipe Cal-
deron, cynically used the disaster to build his own 
base of support. He accused the Federal Com-
mission of Electricity of being responsible for the 
dams overflowing. Normally the dams should be 
kept 40% to 50% full so there is enough room for 
more water in case of serious storms (La Jornada, 
11/7). But because the state-owned electric com-
pany buys 31% of its electricity from private utili-
ties it doesn’t need the water power of the main 
dam. Out of disregard for the lives and safety of 
the working class, it allows it to be underutilized 
and therefore remain filled to 94% of capacity. 
Obrador spreads the lie that nationalist state 
capitalism, unlike private enterprise, is commit-
ted to serving the people.

Although Obrador mobilized millions for his 
election campaigns, neither he nor the union 
leaders have organized solidarity among the 
same masses to demand aid for Tabasco’s vic-
tims. Nor did they expose the real cause of the 
tragedy, capitalism. While planning for racist ex-
ploitation and wars for profits, and aided by its 
politician and union leader lackeys, the capital-

ists are incapable of central planning for — nor 
do they care about — the needs of the working 
class.

In 1999, floods in Tabasco were an omen of 
more extreme disasters like the current one. But 
government officials, bosses and their capitalist 
politicians ignored these warnings. Negligence, 
corruption, militarization and bosses’ obscene 
profits have been their guiding principles, not 
workers’ needs. Mexican capitalist Carlos Slim, 
the world’s second richest man, increased his 
vast stolen wealth from $5 billion to $49 billion 
in just a few years.

President Calderon has made deals for bil-
lions of U.S. blood money. Calderon sent more 
than 8,000 soldiers to Tabasco, not to help the 
workers and their families, but to “prevent loot-
ing” of his buddies’ businesses. Calderon wants 
to protect the state-owned oil company, PEMEX 
to bring it more under U.S. control. Laura Gurza, 
coordinator of Civil Protection, rushed to reas-
sure the bosses that, “National security and 
governability were not at risk due to the catas-
trophe.” Concern for protecting the bosses’ 
property came first, workers’ well-being last.

On the other hand, thousands of impover-
ished Mexican workers responded immediately, 
bringing food, water and clothing to the victims. 
International solidarity saw U.S. workers and 
many countries bring goods to collection cent-
ers. We should organize help for our sisters and 
brothers in Tabasco, in our shops and unions, 
our churches and community organizations, our 
schools and on our campuses.

However, unfortunately all this aid cannot 
solve the problem, which continues to be capi-
talism and its drive for maximum profits. Other 
tragedies will occur because of deforestation, 
the construction of dams and the poverty forc-
ing workers into neighborhoods endangered by 
dikes, channels or useless walls.

The best help for victimized workers in Ta-
basco, the Dominican Republic, Honduras, New 
Orleans and worldwide is to build the fight to de-
stroy the real root of these disasters, the system 
of capitalism and imperialism, a system which 
sacrifices workers’ lives for profits. We should 
dedicate our lives to building a communist world 
where the life and security of workers is primary, 
the central goal of society. That means spread-
ing CHALLENGE and PLP’s ideas which will make 
bosses, profits and corrupt politicians a sad chap-
ter in humanity’s history.J

A funny thing happened on the road to the 
“war on terror and for democracy.” Gen. Mush-
arraf, a key ally of the U.S. in this endeavor, de-
clared a “state of emergency,” jailing judges, law-
yers and many others who oppose his scheme to 
get re-elected. He even briefly put The Pakistani 
People’s Party (PPP) leader Benazir Bhutto under 
house arrest. She recently returned from exile as 
part of a U.S.-U.K. plan to work out a deal with the 
general to share power. Meanwhile, pro-Taliban-al 
Qaeda forces control some sections of the coun-
try in the North West Frontier and the border with 
Afghanistan.

There are many reasons behind Musharraf’s 
state of emergency, reflecting a power struggle 
among different sections of the Pakistani bosses. 
Bhutto was exiled several years ago, accused of 
stealing billions when she was Prime Minister. This 
supposed “voice for democracy” runs her Party 
as her personal fiefdom, being named its chair for 
life. The PPP belongs to the same “socialist inter-
national” as Tony Blair’s New Labor Party.

She and Musharraf represent two sides of the 
U.S.-U.K. imperialist coin in Pakistan. Her brief 
house arrest was rumored as a “mock conflict” 
to give her some credibility among the people. 
Washington and London want her as a back-up, 
fearing Musharraf’s days are numbered.

U.S. rulers have hypocritically made a big 
splash about championing “democracy” in Paki-
stan. This from right-wing neo-cons and liberals 
who are instituting a police state in the U.S.(See 
page 2). 

The Pakistani military itself is a big business. 
High-ranking officers have made good personal 
use of the $10 billion aid the U.S. has sent since 
2001. Joshua Hammer recently reported for “The 
Atlantic” that it owns large stakes in the country’s 
“banks, cable-TV companies, insurance agencies, 
sugar refineries, private security firms, schools, 
airlines, cargo services and textile factories.”

Its Intelligence Service (ISI) still owns a big 
share of the drug business in Afghanistan, where 
it really never stopped financing the Taliban forces 
fighting the U.S. and NATO.  In the 1980’s, when 
the CIA and Saudi Arabia were funding bin Laden 
and the Jihadists fighting the Soviet army in Af-
ghanistan, the ISI was the main trainer of troops 
and conduit of money and weapons for the Islam-
ists.

Pakistan is also a nuclear power, with possibly 
115 nukes (NY Times, 11/11). The U.S.-U.K. boss-
es fear these might fall into the hands of the Al 
Qaeda-Taliban forces. Pakistan is also a key geo-
political country, bordering China, Iran, Afghani-
stan and India. The U.S. uses the province of Balu-
chistan to carry out covert operations against Iran. 
The U.S. would like to stop China from building an 
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 “We are at a moment of economic crisis, stem-
ming from four key areas: falling housing prices, 
lack of confidence in creditworthiness, the weak 
dollar and high oil prices,” said Senator Charles 
Schumer. (New York Times, 11/10/07). He could 
have added plunging stocks, dwindling sales do-
mestically and being bogged down in the quagmire 
of wars in Iraq and Afghanistan to his list of U.S. rul-
ers’ woes. Hundred-dollar-a-barrel oil, GM’s $39-bil-
lion third-quarter loss, the growing subprime fore-
closure epidemic and a rapidly-devaluing dollar all 
cut sharply into the bosses’ profits. The dominant 
liberal wing of U.S. capitalists is responding by con-
centrating control over their own class, increasing 
racist attacks on workers at home and expanding 
their murderous overseas oil wars.

TOP IMPERIALIST PLANNER 
TAKES OVER BIGGEST U.S. BANK
Robert Rubin, a leading ruling-class strategist, 

took over as chairman of the giant Citigroup after 
it reported an $11-billion subprime-related loss. 
Rubin is co-chairman of the Council on Foreign Re-
lations (CFR), the Rockefeller-funded think-tank that 
seeks to steer foreign policy in the interests of the 
biggest U.S. capitalists.  Rubin’s CFR drafted plans, 
that Bush ignored, envisioning a massive occupation 
of Iraq accompanied by a six-million-barrel-a-day oil 
bonanza for Exxon Mobil and its allies. As Clinton’s 
treasury secretary, Rubin helped dismantle Welfare 
in order to pay for the bombing of Serbia and mis-

sile strikes to soften up Iraq. With Rubin at its helm, 
look for Citi to prove more responsive to the needs 
of U.S. imperialism.

The current profit slump has bosses squeezing 
more and more out of workers. Recent auto-indus-
try contracts slash workers’ pay and benefits by 
more than 50%, with black workers hit the hardest 
(see article page 5). This increased racism is making 
it more difficult to recruit black and Latino youth 
into the military. Minimum-wage workers today re-
ceive 40% less in purchasing power than in 1968. 
Stepped-up deportations, concentration camp 
detentions and workplace terror raids force many 
immigrants to toil for even less than the minimum. 
Liberals want to increase the pressure. Earlier this 
month House Democrats introduced a bill that 
would “strengthen workplace enforcement of im-
migration laws.” Lower wages for black workers 
and immigrants depress pay rates for the entire 
working class. In the U.S., 38 million people now 
live in poverty.

BOSSES FACING LOSSES USE COP, 
MIGRA TERROR AGAINST WORKERS

A burgeoning racist police state helps enforce 
the rulers’ profit-driven attacks on workers. The 
100,000 additional cops Bill Clinton put on the 
streets have been working overtime terrorizing, jail-
ing and often killing workers. The cops’ victims are 
disproportionately black and Latino and increas-

ingly women (see box). Community policing, 
which uses churches and schools to turn neigh-
borhoods into networks of undercover agents 
and civilian stoolpigeons, has taken hold in cit-
ies nation-wide. 

Along with cracking down domestically, 
U.S. rulers are counting on their (for now) un-
matched military to launch a wider war for con-
trol of Mid-East oil and export routes to solve 
their many-sided economic problems. The euro 
may shame the dollar, but France has no aircraft 
carrier groups regularly plying the Persian Gulf 
or South China Sea. Germany has no troops sta-
tioned in Japan or South Korea. So now, among 
presidential hopefuls of both parties, perma-
nent U.S. presence in oil-rich Iraq is a done deal, 
and debate has shifted to how best to confront 
oil- and gas-rich Iran.

Hillary Clinton, supporting the U.S. Iraq 
occupation has said that Iraq lies “right in the 
heart of the oil region” and so “it is directly in 
opposition to our interests” for it to become a 
failed state or a pawn of Iran. Michael Klare, a 
professor at Hampshire College, wrote in The 
Nation (11/12/07):

“Senior figures in both parties are calling for 
a reinvigorated U.S. military role in the protec-
tion of foreign energy deliveries....Perhaps the 

most explicit expression of this elite consensus is an 
independent task force report, “National Security 
Consequences of U.S. Oil Dependency”...released 
by the Council on Foreign Relations in October 
2006. The report warns of mounting perils to the 
safe flow of foreign oil...It argues the need for a 
strong US military presence in key producing areas 
and in the sea lanes that carry foreign oil to Ameri-
can shores.”

U.S. rulers intend to muddle through their eco-
nomic troubles by exploiting and killing millions of 
workers. They are getting away with murder, for the 
time being, without a serious military rival or a mass 
communist movement to challenge them. But both 
situations can change.

The U.S. empire is on a long-term collision 
course with China’s bosses, whose interests lie in 
allying with Europe or Russia or both. Such a coali-
tion holds the potential for World War III. Building a 
base for communism among workers, soldiers and 
students, we can turn the cauldron of global con-
flict among the imperialists and their lackeys into a 
revolutionary storm to smash all war-makers. J
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WHAT WE 
FIGHT FOR:

EProgressive Labor Party (PLP) fights to 
smash capitalism — wage slavery. While the 
bosses and their mouthpieces claim “com-
munism is dead,” capitalism is the real failure 
for billions all over the world. Capitalism re-
turned to the Soviet Union and China because 
socialism failed to wipe out many aspects of 
the profit system, like wages and division of 
labor. 

ECapitalism inevitably leads to wars. PLP 
organizes workers, students and soldiers to 
turn these wars into a revolution for commu-
nism — the dictatorship of the proletariat.  
This fight requires a mass Red Army led by 
the communist PLP.

ECommunism means working collectively 
to build a society where sharing is based on 
need. We will abolish work for wages, money 
and profits. Everyone will share in society’s 
benefits and burdens.

ECommunism means abolishing racism and 
the concept of race. 

ECommunism means abolishing the special 
oppression of women workers.

ECommunism means abolishing nations 
and nationalism. One International working 
class, one world, one Party.

ECommunism means the Party leads every 
aspect of society. For this to work, millions of 
workers — eventually everyone — must be-
come communist organizers. Join Us!
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important port in Gwadar which would give Chi-
na’s ships access to the Arabian Sea, near the oil 
shipping routes. China is another important ally 
of Pakistan since both consider India to be a rival 
in the region.

WHAT ABOUT THE WORKING 
CLASS?

While a few Pakistani bosses, military officers 
and yuppies have become super-rich, the work-
ing class and its allies are the real losers there. 
They’ve been victims of super-exploitation and 
union-busting because of privatization. In the 
past many had illusions about Bhutto’s PPP be-
cause it called for some “socialist reforms.” But 

the PPP and Bhutto have proven to be just an-
other capitalist gang. Before partition (independ-
ence from the British in 1947) the Communist 
Party of India had a large base in what is today 
Pakistan. But repression and its own weaknesses 
basically destroyed it.

Friends of PLP are trying to rebuild the rev-
olutionary communist movement there. Even 
though we’re still small, there are a lot of op-
portunities now. The masses are fed up with all 
the politicians and with capitalism, and hate the 
Jihadists. The communist road is the only way 
out of this hellhole created by capitalism and im-
perialism.J

U.S. RULERS BOAST OF 
JAILING MORE BLACK, 

LATINO, WOMEN WORKERS

The latest report of the federal Bureau of 
Justice Statistics begins:

On June 30, 2006, 2,245,189 prisoners were 
held in Federal or State prisons or in local jails, 
an increase of 2.8% from mid-year 2005.

• There were an estimated 497 prison in-
mates per 100,000 U.S. residents — up from 
411 at year-end 1995.

• The number of women under the juris-
diction of State or Federal prison authorities 
increased 4.8% from mid-year 2005, reaching 
111,403 and the number of men rose 2.7%, to-
taling 1,445,115.

• At year-end 2005 there were 3,145 black 
male-sentenced prison inmates per 100,000 
black males in the United States, compared to 
1,244 Hispanic male inmates per 100,000 His-
panic males and 471 white male inmates per 
100,000 white males.J

U.S. Imperialists Sponsor Musharraf’s 
Reign of Terror
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Our college, which sits amid the remains of a 
major industrial center, where the wreckage of fac-
tories and railroads resembles a carpet-bombed 
city, has become a battleground for the political 
commitment of the students. Our main struggles 
involve the ‘Jena 6’ and Marine recruiters. 

Campus mass organizations include an anti-
war group and some “multi-cultural” clubs. We’ve 
aimed to raise political consciousness among stu-
dents and campus workers by linking the racist at-
tacks in New Orleans, Jena, Iraq and on immigrant 
workers to this college’s segregation and union-
busting against immigrants here.

I distribute over 20 CHALLENGES, mostly to 
friends. I also slip papers under the doors where 
the immigrant workers who clean our dorms store 
their cleaning supplies.

Recently I saw several Marine recruiters dis-
tributing brochures. I made some calls and within 
20 minutes we had an angry, multi-racial group of 
about 12 students ready for action, including some 
Middle Eastern students and CHALLENGE readers 
who knew me as a PL’er. Everyone else knew and 
respected me as a communist. 

When we discussed the situation, I advocated 
a confrontational approach, explaining how these 
Nazis materially aid the mass slaughter in Iraq, and 
how they use racism/nationalism to divide workers 
instead of directing them against the real enemy, 
the profit system. Everyone agreed. We planned to 
form a disciplined row of people directly in front 
of the recruiters, with some of us ripping up their 
literature and verbally shouting them away. As we 
approached them, the Marines took off!  We think 
a right-winger who had overheard us warned them. 
Everyone was fired up; spirits were high. One young 
woman yelled, “we’re finally doing something!” 

The Marines book their space on campus care-
fully, so we’ve organized a rapid response plan to 
demonstrate when they return. We discovered an 
administrator is working with them. Since some fra-
ternities host a “support-our-troops” week, we’re 
working out a little special something for that as 
well.

In another big struggle, one anti-war organiza-
tion agreed to hold a series of events to protest the 
‘Jena 6’ sentencing. I was asked to write a leaflet 
for that day. I suggested it be written collectively, 
but people said they had too much homework, so I 
revised the PL leaflet and made sure people distrib-
uting it were comfortable with it. Over 400 leaflets 
were gone in 90 minutes; the response was over-
whelming! Many students asked for more for their 
friends, and some offered to help distribute even 
more elsewhere on campus. 

That night two campus liberals sent me angry 
e-mails decrying the leaflet, arguing it was so in-
flammatory, no one would read it (contrary to our 
experiences that day). People sent e-mails with the 
standard anti-communist accusations, questioning 
who was “pulling the strings” behind our anti-war 
group, and demanding an apology for advocating 
“violence.” 

One of the group’s liberals, a virulent anti-com-
munist and self-described “democratic socialist,” 
visited me in my dorm, very disturbed by the leaf-
let. He said he represented “concerned friends” 
who wanted to know how I came to write the ‘Jena 
6’ leaflet. He didn’t know about PLP. Then a friend 
of mine who occasionally reads the paper walked 
in, unaware of what was happening, picked up a 
random DESAFIO, and jokingly exclaimed, “Why is 
there communist propaganda everywhere!?” The 
liberal grabbed it, glared at me, threw it down and 
left. (He didn’t understand much since he couldn’t 
speak Spanish.)

Until then I had no idea what was becoming of 
the several issues of DESAFIO I had been slipping 
into the campus workers’ cleaning closets. Now I 
was excited to know the workers had been read-
ing them. When I figured out the workers’ schedule 
and met them, they told me they liked the paper, 
especially the articles about Latin America, and 
were open to meeting again. 

Despite expecting an attack I was still dumb-
founded at how quickly things were developing. 
That so-called socialist’s visit was a big surprise. I 
became defensive, which only invited even more 
attack. My friends, regular CHALLENGE readers, 

chided me for shrinking back and keeping my mouth 
shut. They argued, “Why aren’t you exposing these 
people for what they are? They’re just avoiding the 
issue and everyone knows it!” I realized they were 
right so we prepared for a confrontation at the next 
meeting.

There the liberals realized approval of the leaflet 
was very high. Except for a handful of meager com-
ments, they received no support. Most people were 
thankful for the leaflet and wanted to know when 
we were planning something big. My initial reaction 
was to retreat but I was defended, and told to go 
on the offensive, both by CHALLENGE readers and 
non-readers. I learned about reliance on one’s base. 
I had lacked confidence in what I was doing; this 
struggle really changed my perspective. 

As a result, many more people are friendly to 
the Party. Some are in a newly-formed study group. 
We’ll continue linking the Marine recruiters and the 
‘Jena 6’ struggles to the racist segregation on cam-
pus and probe the connections between our school’s 
advanced research labs and U.S. imperialism. We’ve 
raised a campus worker-student alliance.

As we build CHALLENGE-DESAFIO networks 
out of these struggles, we’ll be on the road to even-
tually crushing these racist, sexist, warmongering 
parasites for good. J

SEATTLE, WA. Nov. 9 —  “When you guys write 
your next article,” demanded a Machinist, “make 
sure you tell everyone that the union holds these 
conferences [sponsored by human rights and wom-
en’s committees] to give the appearance of doing 
something, not to do something!”

Like many Boeing workers, she drew this con-
clusion after watching the mis-leadership move 
the ‘Jena 6’ support resolution (see CHALLENGE, 
10/13) from committee to committee, trying to stay 
one step ahead of irate, anti-racist rank-and-filers. 
At this writing the resolution has been kicked up-
stairs to the district human rights committee after 
three different struggles at various union meetings 
and conferences over the last month. It’s like the 
children’s game, “Where’s Waldo.”

Meanwhile, some union officials have changed 
their tune. For the first time any of us can remem-
ber, some are admitting that the union must deal 
with issues like anti-black and anti-immigrant racism. 
They cynically blame “backward” members for the 
roadblocks they themselves have erected over the 
years. 

Of course, none of this has stopped the top 
leadership from calling the resolution-backers “trou-
blemakers.” In fact, some lower-level officials have 
complained about the District President’s vindictive-
ness when he demands that no official talk to any in 
the opposition.

Organizing To Become the Bosses’ 
Junior Partners

We shouldn’t be fooled into thinking that the 
leadership’s new-found desire to tolerate a discus-
sion of racism is progress. Rather, it recognizes that 
the union must play a more overt political role in win-
ning industrial workers to support U.S. imperialism. 

Support for ‘Jena 6’ Puts Union 
Lackeys on Spot

BROOKLYN, NY, Nov. 13 — Last night five 
killer cops unloaded 20 rounds on an unarmed,  
black, mentally-ill Brooklyn teen, 13 of the shots 
hitting their mark. Then, after being gunned 
down, Khiel Coppin, 18, was handcuffed and his 
lifeless body dragged away by the NYPD assas-
sins and taken to Woodhull Hospital where he 
was pronounced dead.

Coppin was carrying a hairbrush, which 
eyewitnesses said he dropped when raising his 
hands in the air in front of the cops, before being 
cut down in a hail of bullets. Several witnesses 
reported that the police fired so many rounds 
that one cop began yelling, “Stop, stop, stop 
shooting — he’s down,” but they kept firing like 
they were “playing with a toy.”

Coppin’s mother had tried to have her son 
admitted for psychiatric treatment before the in-
cident. After a dispute last night, she called 911 
in an effort to remove him to get help for his 
mental illness.

The cops’ story has changed drastically sev-
eral times between last night and this morning 
in an effort to rationalize what everyone else 
present at the shooting witnessed. But all their 
stories hinge on the claim that his mother had 
warned the 911 dispatcher her son “had a gun” 
— a charge the mother denies. Additionally, po-
lice are trying to wash the youth’s blood from 
their hands by speculating that Coppin was at-
tempting “suicide by cop,” a bigoted charge 
commonly leveled at mentally-ill victims of cop 
murders.

In one police story, Coppin has a knife, in 
others he doesn’t. In one he drops from a win-

dow with the hairbrush under his shirt (hence 
their “believing” it to be a gun), and charges at 
the police while reaching under his shirt for the 
hairbrush, “ignoring orders to halt” — but in a 
different police narrative, he “walks across the 
sidewalk” to them.

But all witnesses state clearly that he lowered 
himself from his window to the ground, stood 
and immediately raised his hands, dropping the 
hairbrush to the ground. Then police opened fire, 
murdering another working-class urban youth. 
Now, as always happens, liberal misleaders and 
reformers will try to contain the working class’s 
righteous anger, channeling it instead into their 
reform efforts like “community policing” and 
“police oversight” and their election campaigns. 
But to fight police murders, we can’t fall into this 
trap!

The only way to smash the Klan in blue is to 
smash the racist system —capitalism — that uses 
them to terrorize urban working-class communi-
ties. Communism — the system of workers’ pow-
er, a society run for need, not profit — will sweep 
away these new night riders and their capitalist 
masters, crushing them like the cockroaches they 
are. But for this, we must organize!

Now, more than ever, is the time to direct our 
anger where it belongs: not into more dead-end 
reform campaigns designed solely to keep angry 
workers and youth under control, but into the 
streets and into our shops, unions, communist 
organizations, churches, schools and campuses.
J

Murdering Racist Cops Pump  
13 Bullets into Black Teenager

continued on p. 7

Rout Marine Recruiters, Defend ‘Jena 6,’ Ally with Workers

March in Jena, Louisiana
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Washington, DC. Nov. 3 
— Over 150 residents, stu-
dents, professionals, and 
HIV/AIDS activists took to 
the streets of Southeast 
D.C., where the rates of 
poverty and HIV/AIDS are 
soaring. 150 CHALLENGEs 
were taken from PLPers by 
marchers and people in the 
neighborhood during the 
event. PLPers argued for 
communist revolution to 
smash the capitalist system 
that has turned AIDS into 
a worldwide genocidal epi-
demic.

The chants and signs in 
today’s march attracted support from resi-
dents: “When people with AIDS are under 
attack, what do we do? Stand up, fight 
back!”  “Racism means, Fight back!” “Jobs 
yes, Prison no, HIV has got to go!” Many 
speakers talked about their experiences with 
drugs and HIV, calling on the group to end 
the silence. A PLP speaker identified capital-
ism as the source of the HIV/AIDS epidemic 
because it places profit over workers’ lives.

The march and meeting was organized 
by the Disparities Committee of the Met-
ropolitan Washington Public Health Asso-
ciation (MWPHA) and by DC Fights Back. 
Some communist issues, like the battle for 
state power, the fight against racist police 
brutality, and the way that capitalist-induced 
poverty makes diseases ever more deadly 
for the working class have been discussed 
in previous Disparities Committee meetings. 
Other participants in today’s action includ-
ed the national organizer for the Campaign 
to End Aids (C2EA) who helped lead the 
rally, RAP, Inc. (Regional Addition Preven-
tion, Inc.), George Washington University 
students who led the “Save Lives, Free the 
Condoms” chant to protest CVS’s racist pol-
icy of locking up condoms in drugstores in 
black neighborhoods, and students from the 
Drug Treatment on Demand group who led 

the chant, “Treat it to Defeat It” referring to 
the need for universally available substance 
abuse treatment. Some members the Young 
Black Public Health Professional Network 
and other attendees at the national conven-
tion of American Public Health Association  
joined the march as well.

After the march, participants gathered 
at a library for a speak-out and food, where 
they discussed strategies to move the strug-
gle to the next level, including fighting for 
more affordable housing and long term re-
habilitation with jobs and housing. 

PLP supports and participates in all these 
struggles showing that as long as there is 
capitalismo, the working class and its allies 
will continue to suffer epidemics, racism and 
mass poverty, particularly more now in this 
age of endless wars and economic crisis.  In 
the long run, the best way to fight these 
evils is rooting out its cause: capitalism. Join 
the PLP to make sure this happens sooner 
than later!ng class oppression.J

PL’ers At March Tie Profit 
System to AIDS Epidemic

Southern California –– A multiracial group of stu-
dents and teachers woke our community college with a 
rally supporting the ‘Jena 6’ and opposing the criminali-
zation of youth in California and nationwide.  It was the 
first public event organized by a new campus club.

Students took turns speaking on the bullhorn for the 
first time, while others held signs, collected surveys and 
passed out leaflets all over the campus. Students eagerly 
took the leaflets, which exposed the racist treatment 
of youth (especially black and Latin) in court and prison 
systems. For example, 16-year-old Jena defendant My-
chal Bell was originally tried as an adult.  He was one of 
over 7,000 youths confined to adult prisons every year, 
of whom 3/4 are black and Latin. In California, black and 
Latin youth are over three times as likely to be tried in 
adult court as white youth. This attack leads to greater 
criminalization of all working-class youth.

One speaker at the rally related these issues to prob-
lems on the campus, where cops routinely hassle groups 
of black students who are just hanging out after class.  

Now we are spied on by new “Homeland Security” cam-
eras.  The cops recently called a teacher to warn that a 
“young Latino man with baggy pants and a shaved head 
was just seen on camera entering your building.” The 
teacher replied, “He’s one of our students!”

Like many campuses, this one has a large “criminal 
justice” department that trains future racist cops and 
prison guards and regularly holds “law enforcement ca-
reer fairs.”  

“The schools aren’t educating kids,” said a student 
organizer, “so they get caught up in things and don’t see 
any options. Then they’re told to go into the military to 
learn some discipline.” She added, “It’s a result of capital-
ism — everything is connected.”  She and several other 
CHALLENGE readers are forming a study group and plan 
to invite others to join them.J

Rally Support for ‘Jena 
6,’ Hit Criminalization 

of Youth

NEW YORK CITY, Nov. 10 — “Harlem: not for 
sale! Hunger strikers: not for sale! Our homes: not 
for sale! Our jobs: not for sale!” chanted a multi-
racial crowd of 250 angry community residents, 
students and faculty marching today on Columbia 
University’s main campus and at President Lee Bol-
linger’s house.

Protesters gathered at the Low Library to hear 
speakers express their outrage — in English and 
Spanish — over Columbia’s racist expansion north-

ward into Harlem, displacing 
5,000 black, Latino and white 
working-class residents. Then 
everyone marched to Bollinger’s 
house, rhythmically accompa-
nied by a radical marching band. 
He wasn’t home, but the crowd 
demanded community residents 
not be displaced or have a haz-
ardous biological agent research 
facility near their homes. Student 
organizers and hunger strikers 
spoke of Columbia’s long history 
of supporting brutal U.S. imperi-
alism and exploitation, responsi-
ble for genocide against millions 
of Native Americans. One ex-
plained it was the profit system 
that made Columbia not give a 
rat’s ass about workers and stu-
dents.

PLP members and friends made several new 
contacts from Columbia, Hunter and City College. 
Black and Latino workers eagerly grabbed all 50 
copies of CHALLENGE faster than we could keep 
up. One marcher exclaimed, “Hey, is that CHAL-
LENGE? Give me a copy!” saying that he first en-
countered PL as a Columbia student participating in 
the big 1968 strike. We also helped distribute com-
munity leaflets exposing the utterly racist nature of 

Columbia’s actions and as an institution. 

The students have four demands: administrative 
reform, ethnic studies, community involvement in 
Columbia’s expansion into Harlem and core curricu-
lum. In the 1960s and ’70s, some colleges instituted 
such reforms after similar protests. While we sup-
port the anti-racist actions of the students, such de-
mands won’t change the basic nature of Columbia 
or of U.S. college education, the essence of which 
is as racist and pro-war as ever.

There will be another mass protest on December 
1. We’re working with other campus student organ-
izers as well as raising these issues in the graduate 
schools. We’ll also struggle with our friends over 
the necessity of exposing Columbia and capitalist 
higher education (with or without ethnic studies) as 
essentially racist, anti-working class and pro-war.

We must fight for students to accept leadership 
from the multi-racial masses of workers in Harlem, 
who have been fighting Columbia’s racist expansion 
for decades. We in PLP organize for a worker-stu-
dent alliance based on fighting racism, imperialist 
war and all other monsters created by capitalism. 
Our aim is to fight for a communist society based 
on need, not profits of a few bosses, like the own-
ers of Columbia.J

Workers, Students Slam Columbia U.’s Racism

‘Like many campuses, this one has 
a large “criminal justice” department 

that trains future racist cops and 
prison guards and regularly holds “law 

enforcement career fairs.’
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fight for communism           NNN

CHICAGO, IL, November 1 — Five hundred mainly black 
workers staged a three-day wildcat strike against Cook-
Dupage Transportation (CDT). CDT is the largest para-transit 
supplier in the Chicagoland area and the only union contrac-
tor. The other six are non-union. The workers have been with-
out a contract for over two years and are trying to negotiate 
their first contract since voting in Amalgamated Transit Union 
Local 1028 in March, 2006.

CDT gets $37 million from PACE, the regional transit au-
thority, every three years. Hundreds of drivers make 4,200 
trips every day, carrying the poor, the elderly and the disabled 
to their medical appointments. Their starting pay is $7.94/
hour and tops out at $12.74! The vast majority cannot afford 
the health insurance CDT “offers.” Of 500 workers, not one 
can afford family coverage. 

Racist CDT boss Tim Jans says he doesn’t “have a driver 

worth a $5 raise.” CDT now wants drivers to get a Commercial 
Drivers License to keep their jobs, even though they’re driv-
ing small cars and vans and many have been there for years. 
CDT workers are subject to all sorts of racist harassment, from 
driving vehicles with dirty seats and seat belts to serving 3-
day suspensions while CDT “investigates” complaints against 
them. They must buy their own uniforms and are told to get 
them at a thrift store! 

CDT strikers are caught in the crossfire of attacks on mass 
transit and public health. On the one hand, they’re healthcare 
workers — transporting disabled patients to their medical ap-
pointments — but simultaneously they’re transit workers. If 
the bosses can sub-contract and privatize para-transit, what’s 
to stop them from privatizing cancelled bus routes or closed 
clinics?  Chicago Transit Authority (CTA) bus operators and 
Cook County healthcare workers supported the strikers by 
either walking their picket lines or distributing literature at 
work.

These are especially racist attacks in that they target large 
concentrations of black workers who service even larger black 
and Latino populations. This fight created an opening to 
spread PLP among CDT and CTA drivers. More workers are 
being introduced to CHALLENGE. The struggle continues.J

500 BLACK WORKERS WILDCAT 

VS. RACIST TRANSPORT BOSSES

DETROIT, MI November 7 — The new 4-year Ford-
UAW contract follows the GM and Chrysler contracts 
in slashing wages and benefits for new hires and set-
ting up a union management health fund (VEBA) that 
will take about $20 billion off Ford’s list of liabilities. 
Ford workers hired under the new contract will start at 
$14.00/hour and after two years reach their full rate of 
about $15.50. With cuts in pension and health care and 
other benefits, new hires will make about one-third of 
their senior brothers and sisters. 

The union leadership has sunk to the bottom in bail-
ing out the auto billionaires––the legacy these sellouts 
will leave for future generations. Workers are paying 
the price of the growing challenges to U.S. auto bosses 
by the European and Asian competitors, who are build-
ing more plants in the U.S. while GM, Ford and Chrysler 
shut down factories. The world’s auto billionaires shift 
production to China and India, driving down wages 
around the world. 

After rank and file workers almost derailed the Chrys-
ler deal, Ford and the UAW leadership had to throw 
Ford workers a bone. Six of the 16 plants scheduled to 
close were taken off the chopping block temporarily, 
in order to muster enough votes to ensure passage (al-
though three of the six plants are set to close before the 
end of the contract). This sent Ford stocks sinking.

 An automotive analyst with Lehman Brothers 
wrote, “Ford may have vowed to keep open underuti-
lized plants,” a move that further angered Wall Street 
which is already unhappy with the auto bosses’ slow 
pace of plant closings and slashing wages. Another ana-
lyst for Morgan Stanley said the two-tier wage system 

and trust will save Ford $1.5 billion to $2 billion in cash 
by 2011, but noted the “absence of additional capacity 
[factory] closures.” (Detroit Free Press 11/7)

As with any “job security guarantee” in auto, all bets 
are off when the U.S. economy slumps from the crisis in 
sub-prime mortgages and soaring oil prices. The U.S. 
auto market is falling sharply with production scaled 
back for the fourth quarter and next year not looking 
any better. 

After the GM contract was ratified, GM announced it 
was canceling shifts at three assembly plants and wiping 
out more jobs with another round of buy-outs. Five days 
after the Chrysler deal was ratified, Chrysler eliminated 
another 11,000 jobs, on top of the 13,000 previously 
announced (one-third of the workforce), justifying the 
good instincts of those who voted “NO.” Thousands 
of Chicago Ford workers are currently on a three-week 
layoff and many more cuts are coming, including more 
buyouts. 

Right now, we’re a long way from reversing these 
attacks on the international working class. But the re-
sponse of Ford workers to our modest efforts in this 
contract fight and around fighting racism with the 
‘Jena 6’ campaign shows that we are slowly but surely 
rebuilding the revolutionary communist movement in 
auto. CHALLENGE distribution is creeping up and there 
is more interest in what PLP has to say. Most important, 
personal and political ties are being forged that will 
lead Ford workers to join PLP and fight for the political 
leadership of the industrial working class. J

LOS ANGELES, Nov. 12 — Last week at 
the L.A. teachers union House of Represent-
atives (HR), anti-racists fought for the union 
to support the struggle of the ‘Jena 6’ (six 
black youth victimized by legal lynching); to 
condemn the racist immigration raids sweep-
ing the country; and to join the struggle to 
re-open King/Drew Trauma Center, the only 
public hospital in south L.A. PL’ers distrib-
uted leaflets exposing the imperialists’ plans 
to use school reform to build patriotism for 
widening wars. One-fourth of the delegates 
received CHALLENGE. Teachers won $1,000 
for the ‘Jena 6’ defense, but only lip service 
for supporting the struggle to re-open the 
hospital. The union leadership guaranteed no 
debate on these questions, trying to reduce 
these important issues to pieces of paper.

What was so important to prevent dis-
cussion of the immigration raids sweeping 
our city and terrorizing our students, or the 
lack of emergency medical care for black 
and Latino workers here? “School reform,” 
of course. The bosses are using the unions to 
win teachers to “restructure” the schools to 
prepare students politically and technologi-
cally for war.

The HR agenda included pages about 
charter schools. Instead of fighting them, the 
union leadership tried to make an accomoda-
tion with them, as Randi Weingarten did with 
“Green Dot” (charter-schools company that 
allows a union) in New York. Their main aim 
is collecting union dues from charter-school 
teachers. Merit pay — paying the teachers 
most effective in pushing the bosses’ patri-
otic agenda more — is not yet on the table, 
but it’s coming.

The main HR discussion offered the car-
rot and the stick in reorganizing inner city 
schools. On the one hand, the superintend-
ent is threatening to put all junior and sen-
ior high schools with low test scores into a 
“Transformation Division” under his scrutiny; 
to lengthen school days; to institute teacher-
proof scripted lessons; to place more arbi-
trary authority in principals’ hands; and re-
duce team teaching.

The “carrot” is the Innovation Division, 
supposedly allowing teachers and parents to 
“restructure” their “own” schools. The union 
leaders tried to sell this option not as the 
“lesser evil” but to get the teachers’ support 
for school reform — to do the bosses’ work 
for them. The ruling class needs the passion 
and energy of the thousands of teachers 
who work in the inner city schools and are 
committed to serving their students. The In-
novation Division is the bosses’ plan to win 
these teachers to school reform and to the 
“diverse” patriotic agenda. 

School reform is part of the U.S. ruling 
class’s preparation for what Foreign Affairs 
magazine calls the “inevitable confronta-
tion” with China and a larger war in the Mid-
dle-East. The bosses must re-industrialize 
the U.S, particularly armaments production. 
They realize they must compete or risk de-
cisive losses. Therefore, they need school 
reform: to win teachers and students to 
patriotism and to refit the schools to train 
young people to develop, produce and use 
the latest high-tech weapons. After decades 
of pushing racist terror, drugs, social neglect 
and mass incarceration, the capitalist class 
finds it absolutely necessary to change its 
educational plans and train a significantly 
larger sector of its inner city youth.

But, as Karl Marx said, capitalism creates 
its own grave-diggers. Teachers fighting to 
serve their students and to resist arbitrary, 
racist principals and superintendents can 
unite with their students in rejecting the 
bosses’ agenda of patriotic loyalty to the rul-
ers and their wars. Teachers need to teach 
the truth about capitalism, to prepare stu-
dents — who will be in crucial positions in 
society as industrial workers, soldiers and 
teachers — to fight to finally destroy this sys-
tem and its wars for profit. As the school-re-
form struggle develops, teachers must build 
CHALLENGE networks to win students and 
their families to join the Progressive Labor 
Party and lead the working class to counter 
capitalism’s racist, imperialist wars with com-
munist revolution.J

New York City, Nov. 5 — At the 
Pakistani consulate here today, fifty 
people, including PLP members who’ve 
been working with Pakistani students 
at Columbia University, protested the 
Musharaff dictatorship. Falsely claiming 
the protesters were “blocking sidewalk 
traffic,” the cops moved them into a 
pen, but the protest continued. One PL 
member’s sign read, “From Jena to Pa-
kistan, Smash Fascist Terror!”  The en-
thusiastic crowd chanted for an hour in 
Urdu and English.

Much of the protest was highly na-
tionalist. However, PL’ers advanced the 
internationalist line of unity of workers 
in the U.S. and Pakistan; opposing the 
poison of nationalism with revolutionary 
working-class internationalism. We will 
continue to struggle with our Pakistani 
friends at Columbia while supporting 
them and their families in Pakistan. (See 
front page for analysis of events in Pa-
kistan.) J

Ford Contract Icing on Auto Bosses’ Cake

These are especially racist attacks in that 
they target large concentrations of black 
workers who service even larger black and 
Latino populations.

‘From ‘Jena 6’ to Pakistan, 
 Smash Racist Terror!’

PLP Exposes Scheme to Use ‘School 
Reform’ in U.S. War Plans
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‘Here the workers are in  
control…’ 

I was very much taken with the article in the lat-
est CHALLENGE (11/14) on the Bolshevik Revolu-
tion. Your readers might be interested in the fol-
lowing description of workers’ daily lives in the 
Soviet Union written in 1934 by none other than 
Walter Reuther and his brother Victor to friends in 
Detroit about their experience working in a Soviet 
auto plant. This is the same Walter Reuther who re-
turned to the U.S. to later pursue an opportunistic 
path. He became a vicious anti-communist and sold 
his soul to the ruling class when he seized control 
of the auto workers’ union and became president 
of the CIO, expelling all communists from their 
elected positions in the UAW and the CIO. But the 
words below may have come back to haunt him as 
he compared workers’ conditions under Soviet so-
cialism with those under capitalism:

“What you have written concerning the strikes 
and the general labor unrest in Detroit...makes us 
long for the moment to be back with you in the 
front lines of struggle. However, the daily inspira-
tion that is ours as we work side by side with our 
Russian comrades in our factory, the thought that 
we will forever end the exploitation of man by man, 
the thought that what we are building will be for 
the benefit and enjoyment of the working class, not 
only of Russia, but of the entire world, is the com-
pensation we receive for our temporary absence 
from the struggle in the United States. And let no 
one tell you that we are not on the road to socialism 
in the Soviet Union. Let no one say that the workers 
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics are not 
on the road to security, enlightenment, and happi-
ness....

“Here are no bosses to drive fear into the work-
ers. No one to drive them in mad speed-ups. Here 
the workers are in control. Even the shop superin-
tendent had no more right in these meetings than 
any other worker. I have witnessed many times 
already when the superintendent spoke too long. 
The workers in the hall decided he had already con-
sumed enough time and the floor was given to a 
lathe hand who told of his problems and offered 
suggestions. Imagine this at Ford or Briggs. This is 
what the outside world calls the ‘ruthless dictator-
ship in Russia.’ I tell you...in all countries we have 
thus far been in we have never found such genuine 
proletarian democracy….

“We are witnessing and experiencing great 
things in the USSR. We are seeing the most back-
ward nation in the world being rapidly transformed 
into the most modern and scientific, with new con-
cepts and ideals coming into force. We are watch-
ing, daily, socialism being taken down from the 
books on the shelves and put into actual applica-
tion. Who would not be inspired by such events?”

Old-time Comrade 

Moving Strike Around  
PL’s Anti-Racist Ideas

Last summer, 120 undocumented, unorganized 
workers struck the Cygnus soap packaging plant 
after being threatened with “No Match” [of their 
social security numbers] letters when they sought 
a raise. Most of the workers were temps, making 
between $6-$8/hour, even though they had been 
there for years. The boss tried to break the strike 
using all black workers from another temp agency.

In CHALLENGE (10/31), a letter from “A Read-
er” raised a question about our treatment of the 
black workers hired to break the strike as “allies of 
the strikers.” A Reader makes a number of good 
points about class solidarity and scabbing, but 
misses the main point. 

What we did was win the Latino strikers to leaf-
let the black workers, asking them to support the 
strike because black and Latino workers are all vic-
tims of racist terror. The leaflet told the black work-
ers, “Walk the line! Don’t cross it!” This was a major 
political statement that got a great response on 
both sides of the line.

The bosses were on the verge of creating a very 
ugly situation, having repercussions way beyond 

this little factory. The nationalists played into 
it, telling the strikers they would win because 
“black workers are lazy.” An 18-year-old black 
youth had just been shot in the back by the 
killer cops. We felt the need to build anti-rac-
ist unity in this potentially dangerous situation. 
We felt we could win both black and Latino 
workers to realize they are allies against the 
racist bosses, and that all are victims of racist 
terror, whether it’s the cops or the threat of 
deportation. 

We met with 12 strikers who agreed and 
helped to leaflet the black workers crossing 
the line, even though the “leadership” had 
called off picketing that day. A number of 
strikers and one of the black workers are now 
regular CHALLENGE readers.

We are living in very difficult times. The 
working class is suffering for the defeat of the 
old communist movement. Less than 10% of 
U.S. workers are in unions; there is very low 
class consciousness; there is one-tenth the 
number of strikes compared to 1970. The re-
cent auto contracts cut wages and benefits by 
two-thirds, with little fight-back. “A Reader” is 
right saying, “There are only two sides to the 
struggle between workers and capitalists,” 
but there are many contradictions among the 
workers. We must try to resolve them in our 
favor. Being mechanical is not an option. Our 
approach would probably be very different if 
the strike were at County Hospital or among 
transit workers, with large, integrated work-
forces and ties throughout the city.

Finally, “A Reader” says that when work-
ers “go over to the bosses’ side they must be 
treated (at least in the short run) as the en-
emy.” Should we have broken out the baseball 
bats? What about all the auto workers voting 
for this reactionary contract? What about 
young soldiers fighting in Iraq? It’s compli-
cated.

“A Reader” is focused on winning strikes, 
a reformist error which won’t happen any 
time soon. We were trying to move the strike 
around our politics and to fight racism, the 
main contradiction in the working class. We 
didn’t do everything right, but I think we did 
the right thing.

Another friend of Cygnus workers

Friendship + Politics  
= Recruitment to PLP

 “This is why I like hanging out with you: be-
cause there aren’t too many people I can have a 
deep conversation with like this,” my co-worker 
Frank told me during a mini vacation together.  
Frank and I have talked several times at work and 
we have hung out a couple of times outside the 
shop and each time our conversations have been 
more political.

On this trip we spent much of our time swap-
ping stories about friends, family, and work, each 
time becoming closer friends based on our experi-
ences.  Exploitation of workers by bosses always 
comes up and we often carry the conversation fur-
ther, discussing the capitalist system, imperialism, 
fascism, and this time especially, communism.  

I am always learning to bring our ideas into a 
conversation and slowly but surely getting bet-
ter. However, he was the one to actually bring up 
communism first.  He told me he liked the idea of a 
collective society where things were produced for 
need and everyone got their fair share and that his 
only problem with communism was that he didn’t 
think it was right for someone to receive the ben-
efits of others’ labor if they weren’t pulling their 
own weight.  I pointed out that capitalism does ex-
actly that by exploiting our labor power. We also 
discussed the difference between equal and egali-
tarian recalling a conversation I had with a comrade 
a while back.

Not wanting to make the mistake of not being 
bold enough, I asked him if he would read some-
thing on fascism if I brought it to him.  He replied 

that he would take a look at it and tell me honestly 
what he thought about it.  After getting to know 
him better on this trip I am confident that he will en-
joy the reading.  I am also going to give him CHAL-
LENGE so he can see that there is a party out there 
actually working to destroy this system and replace 
it with a truly egalitarian society based on workers’ 
needs.

With more conversations like these Frank and 
I will build a lasting relationship based on our poli-
tics and friendship.  My next goal in getting Frank 
closer to the Party is to make him a regular CHAL-
LENGE reader and distributor to his friends in other 
shops increasing the size of our CHALLENGE net-
work.  I will also invite him to join a study group if 
he is interested in discussing the reading on fascism 
with other workers. The ultimate goal of course is 
to get to know him enough to ask him to be a mem-
ber of PLP. With the foundation we have built in our 
discussions even if he says no at first it can open 
up a whole new struggle with him and help expand 
the limits.                                            

A worker

Capitalism Turns Tropical 
Storm into Mass Tragedy

A friend asked me if I had clothes or canned 
food to donate for the victims of the floods caused 
by tropical storm Noel in the Dominican Republic. 
Thousands of people across the NYC Metropoli-
tan area contributed truckloads of supplies for the 

Storm of Strikes Rocks France
“Now a storm blows up out of France, and the peo-

ple rise up in their masses, 
And your throne is rocked like a skiff in the storm, and 
your hand loses hold of the scepter.”

— Frederick Engels’ ode on the anniversary of the 
July 1830 revolution in France.

PARIS, Nov. 14 — As we go to press, transport 
and energy workers are on the second day of a strike 
against President Sarkozy’s pension reform plan.  These 
workers have joined student protests rocking almost 
half of France’s 85 universities. At least ten have been 
shut down, with students occupying campus buildings. 
They are protesting the new Pécresse law, which gives 
private corporations a greater say in running public uni-
versities and which turns university presidents into mi-
nor despots.

On Nov. 8,  students marched in ten cities, includ-
ing Rennes and Toulouse, hot spots in last year’s suc-
cessful protests against the CPE law, which made it easy 
for bosses to fire young first-hires. In Paris and Rennes, 
students halted rail traffic and called on rail workers to 
back them.

This support came when unions representing 
500,000 rail, Paris commuter train, gas and electrical 
workers walked out on Nov. 13 in a 24-hour strike — re-
newable by 24-hour time periods. The action is meant 
to be a longer, tougher and more victorious version of 
last month’s unsuccessful strike to defend special retire-
ment plans (see CHALLENGE, 11/14). 

Looming is a 24-hour strike by potentially 3.1 million 
public workers on Nov. 20 to demand higher wages, job 
creations and the means to serve the people better. On 
Nov. 8, the bourgeois newspaper “Le Monde” worried 
that the strike wave might paralyze France. But while 
the strikes may rock French president Nicolas Tsarkozy’s 
throne, only communist revolution can take the scepter 
out of the hands of the ruling class and put the working 
class in power.

continued on next page



Brain damage big risk in Iraq war 
…Troops who served in Iraq and Afghanistan 

are at risk of brain damage after being exposed to 
high-powered explosions…. 

MTBI [mild traumatic brain injury], caused by 
blows to the head or shockwaves caused by explo-
sions, has been named in the US as one of four “sig-
nature injuries” of the Iraq war, due to the increased 
use of roadside bombs there and in Afghanistan. 
The condition can lead to memory loss, depression 
and anxiety…. 

The US army says as many as 20% of its soldiers 
and marines may be at risk of MTBI…. 

“If the American figures are correct, this is mas-
sive, absolutely massive.” (GW, 11/2) 

India: Voting futile, revolt spreads 
Thousands of landless workers, indigenous peo-

ple and “untouchables” from the bottom of Indian 
society were…on…the final leg of their month-long 
protest march…. 

Government figures show…the average ex-
penditure of a countryside household to be just 500 
rupees ($13) a month…. 

In the rush to industrialise, “we’ve seen alarming 
examples of outsiders seizing land on vast scales 
while the rural poor are denied land. The result will 
be bloodshed and violence on a massive scale un-

less [India’s] government acts.” 

….Extreme leftwing groups have 
tapped the rising anger in rural areas 
to wage low-intensity guerrilla wars in 
172 of the country’s 600 districts…. 

The manifesto that saw Ms. Ghandi 
elected pledged new land-ceiling laws, limiting the 
size of landlord’s holdings, and tenancy rights, but 
none have arrived. (GW, 11/2) 

Bhutto won’t rescue Pakistanis 
In a sign of the closeness between Ms. Bhutto 

and Washington, the opposition leader met after a 
news conference with the American ambassador to 
Pakistan, Anne W. Patterson. The perception among 
Pakistani analysts is that Ms. Bhutto is being guided 
by Washington. “She’s listening to the Americans, 
no one else,” said Najam Sethi, the editor in chief 
of The Daily Times and a sympathizer to her cause. 
(NYT, 11/8) 

Veterans are garbage to rulers 
Recent surveys have painted an appalling pic-

ture. Almost half a million of the nation’s 24 million 
veterans were homeless at some point during 2006, 
and while only a few hundred from Iraq or Afghani-
stan have turned up homeless so far, aid groups are 
bracing themselves for a tsunami-like upsurge in 

coming years. 

Tens of thousands of reservists and National 
Guard troops, whose jobs were supposedly pro-
tected while they were at war, were denied prompt 
re-employment upon their return or else lost sen-
iority, pay and other benefits. Some 1.8 million vet-
erans were unable to get care in veteran’s facilities 
in 2004 and lacked health insurance to pay for care 
elsewhere. Meanwhile, veterans seeking disability 
payments faced huge backlogs and inordinate de-
lays in getting claims and appeals processed. (NYT, 
11/12) 

Insiders’ view of Baghdad  
violence 

Career Foreign Service officers at the State 
Department reacted angrily…on Wednesday to 
the possibility that they might be forced to go to 
Iraq…. 

One Foreign Service officer….said….”I’m sorry, 
but basically that’s a potential death sentence, and 
you know it.” (NYT, 11/1) 

Below are excerpts from mainstream newspapers that may be of use for our readers. Abbreviations: NYT=New York Times, 
GW=Guardian Weekly, LAT=Los Angeles Times
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At one meeting, a Local president called for 
support of Latin American workers. In the next 
breath, he linked this to a vicious anti-com-
munist attack on China, which is by no means 
communist but rather is an emerging imperial-
ist rival.

At a recent conference, the International’s 
human rights representative admitted that di-
versity is necessary to reverse the union’s de-
cline (and hence, its usefulness to the bosses).  
His organizing “formula” calls for blacks to talk 
to blacks, Asians to Asians, Latinos to Latinos. 
“Wait a minute!” said one shop steward. “What 
about actually fighting racism!”

To make the union’s goal perfectly clear, 
the International just endorsed the Republican 
presidential candidate Mike Huckabee (along 
with Hillary Clinton, of course) because of his 
China-bashing and industrial policy. Huckabee 
won over International president Buffenbarger 
when he said America must maintain the “abil-
ity ‘to fight for ourselves. And that means we 

have to manufacture our own weapons of de-
fense.’”

Many are ready to call the current crop of 
union leaders “sellouts.” The truth is these trai-
tors have nothing to sell out. They’ve always 
fought for the imperialist interests of the big-
gest bosses. 

This period of sharpening imperialist rivalry 
and the recent relative decline in U.S. strength 
calls for different tactics. Winning the industrial 
working class to the bosses’ imperialist war 
plans will not be that easy. The complicated 
game the union leaders are now playing is their 
response to this challenge. The union is using 
its network of human rights committees to give 
the appearance of anti-racism, while effectively 
blocking any serious multi-racial class struggle. 

It’s no accident that real anti-racist struggle 
in the union and on the shop floor has been 
inspired by revolutionary communist ideas. Our 
future lies in consolidating and sharpening this 
struggle — and the communist class-conscious-
ness that drives it. J

Support for ‘Jena 6’ Puts Union Lackeys on Spot 

OAXACA, MEXICO — A mass march here on Oct. 27 
honored the memory of Brad Will, a U.S. independent jour-
nalist murdered by the cops during one of the many militant 
actions in the take-over of the city by teachers, youth and 
many other workers. They were demanding the ouster of 
the fascist governor of the state of Oaxaca.

The APPO (Popular Assembly of the People of Oaxaca) 
and members of Section 22 of the Teachers’ Union organ-
ized the march. A contingent of two dozen PLP’ers partici-
pated, distributing communist leaflets, putting up posters 
and chanting slogans attacking the entire capitalist system.

That evening more than 35 people attended a PLP 
meeting to watch a video about the mass struggle in Oax-
aca. It was followed by a discussion analyzing the results 
of the movement, concluding that limiting our struggle to 
reforming the system will never free workers from racist ex-
ploitation and poverty. One person asked that if the work-
ers create all wealth, why do we allow the bosses and their 
government to decide how to distribute it? The response 
was lack of organization and communist political under-
standing.

The next day we held a communist political school, 
with some 30 participants, discussing aspects of Dialecti-
cal Materialism. Clear examples helped us understand this 
revolutionary communist philosophy — which explains the 
real (material) world we live in and shows the universality 
of things, how there is contradiction (unity of opposites) 
in everything as well as appearance and essence. One ex-
ample of the latter was this very struggle in Oaxaca itself: 
workers and students were “united” with the leadership in 
the same mass movement (appearance) but the leadership 
was really selling out what the masses really needed (the 
essence).

Afterwards we enjoyed a delicious meal and good con-
versation. Party comrades proposed that these sorts of 
gatherings be held more often, prompting the youth to say 
they would be happy to attend the next meeting.

These activities in Oaxaca were a modest success for 
our Party and really motivated five people coming from 
elsewhere in Mexico. But it also showed us that we need to 
prepare more, to strengthen our leadership in teaching and 
using dialectical materialism. We hope that this experience 
also motivates other comrades in other areas to strengthen 
the fight for power for the working class.J

Building A 
Communist Base 
Using Dialectics

many people who lost homes and relatives. It 
has sparked some good discussions. 

My friend, like many others, showed real 
workers’ solidarity, helping those in need, even 
though he suspects much of that aid may very 
well be stolen by crooked officials or others. 
But he expects that at least some of it will reach 
the victims. We discussed how the government 
in the Dominican Republic and its supporters 
there and here, are claiming it wasn’t their fault 
so many people died or lost everything. “Blame 
Mother Nature,” or “let’s not politicize the situ-
ation and concentrate on helping the victims 
now,” are repeated ad nauseum. But nothing 
can hide how capitalism turns natural phenom-
enon into mass tragedies.

President Leonel Fernández, running for 
a third term in the 2008 elections, says he’s 
“modernizing” the country, building a subway 
in Santo Domingo, the capital city and bring-
ing computers to schools nation-wide. But the 
fact is his policies — similar to previous govern-
ments in recent decades — have been based 
on corruption, enriching themselves and the 

local and imperialist bosses investing there,  
while doing very little to solve workers’ basic 
problems.

There are still victims waiting for help from 
the 1979 Hurricane David! There are no real 
safe shelters for victims of natural disasters in a 
country directly in the path of most hurricanes. 
Noel also hit Cuba hard — causing the worst 
damage since hurricane Flora in 1963. But de-
spite the island government’s many problems, 
people were evacuated with only one death 
reported so far.

In the Dominican Republic (and in UN-oc-
cupied Haiti), the authorities did nothing to 
evacuate people living in areas exposed to 
flooding, knowing full well that Noel was com-
ing. That same night President Fernández gave 
a televised speech on a scandal based on a loan 
to the Sunland Company, but neglected to even 
warn people about the dangers of Noel.

Capitalism is indeed the biggest disaster 
facing workers.

A Red Immigrant

< More  l e t t ers >

continued from p. 3
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(The previous article about the militant cam-
paign against fascism in Boston during the summer 
of 1975 described successful efforts by the Inter-
national Committee Against Racism and PLP to ad-
vance under sharpening attacks. Leading these at-
tacks was the axis of open racists in ROAR and their 
not-so secret backers in the liberal ruling class.)

PART V

The cozy relationship between ROAR (Restore 
Our Alienated Rights) and Boston’s liberal rulers, 
particularly Mayor Kevin White and his pals in the 
Kennedy political machine offers a still relevant ob-
ject lesson about the folly of dividing the bosses 
into “greater” and “lesser” evil categories. ROAR’s 
members were open fascists, to be sure, but they 
wouldn’t have reached first base without political 
and financial backing from the main wing of Bos-
ton’s rulers. People who hate the bosses’ current oil 
war in Iraq and are tempted to vote for a Democrat 
should take note.

Kevin White had impeccable liberal credentials. 
Boston’s mayor since 1967, he had entered poli-
tics as a Kennedy protégé. He was still on excel-
lent terms with ROAR. Six days after ROAR had 
endorsed his plan to take personal control of the 
School Committee, ROAR leaders started getting 
jobs on the city payroll. One was Nunzio Palladino, 
husband of the notorious East Boston ROAR leader, 
Pixie, who kept a statuette of Mussolini on her man-
telpiece.

In late 1974, White said he would subsidize 
ROAR’s opposition to the school busing program. 

He reminded ROAR of services he had already 
rendered to the racist movement, including: fund-
ing an anti-busing appeal before the U.S. Supreme 
Court with taxpayers’ dollars; personally advocat-
ing a change in the Massachusetts Racial Imbalance 
Law, which called for integrating the public schools; 
and instructing “…my staff to assist you as much as 
possible in staging your rallies.” 

ROAR could not have survived without White 

and the rest of the ruling class. The patronage 
dispensed through ROAR leader and City Council 
president Louise Day Hicks to the ROAR machine 
bought the open fascists’ loyalty to the big bosses 
and guaranteed liberal candidates a voting bloc at 
election time. Left to its own devices, ROAR, lit-
tle more than a gaggle of vicious but inept racists 
capable of assaulting ten-year-old kids, quickly re-
vealed its feet of clay when having to fight a de-
termined anti-racist opponent. ROAR constituted a 
significant presence only insofar as it received pub-
licity from the bosses’ media, protection from the 
bosses’ cops, payoffs from the bosses’ coffers and 
blessings from the Kennedys.

For example, shortly after thugs in the ROAR-led 

“South Boston Marshals” had threatened INCAR 
members with machetes following a televised de-
bate, Ted Kennedy graciously received a delegation 
of “Marshals” at his posh Hyanisport compound. 
The chief ROAR goon at the time was one Warren 
Zaniboni. The Senator told Zaniboni that he recog-
nized that he and ROAR differed over the issue of 
busing, but that ROAR had a “legitimate” point of 
view, that it was an organization committed to the 
principle of “non-violence.” Kennedy might as well 
have added that Hitler was also a pacifist.

The decision to unleash the combined forces of 
ROAR and the state apparatus on the BOSTON 75 
volunteers (see CHALLENGE, 10/31) was made at 
the very least by forces on the highest level of the 
Boston city government. By the end of July, the 
anti-racist campaign had begun to have a telling ef-
fect on the city’s political climate. The rulers could 

no longer claim complete mastery of the situation. 
The schools were due to open in another month. 
Thousands were responding favorably to the IN-
CAR petition and program. If INCAR and PLP were 
bold enough to sit in at the Mayor’s office after be-
ing victimized by a frame-up, what might they do 
next? More ominously from the bosses’ viewpoint, 
what might happen if some of the thousands  who 
were signing the petition began to take organized 
action under the pro-communist leadership of anti-
racists?

(Next: The NAACP joins the ROAR-liberal axis 
during the battles of Carson Beach.)J

 

CHICAGO, IL, October 26 — Yesterday a ma-
jority of the City Council asked a federal judge for 
access to the names of hundreds of Chicago cops 
who have multiple citizen complaints against them 
for brutality and false arrests. The Chicago Police 
Department (CPD) has lacked a superintendent 
since April and the current interim chief said that 
the current scandals are “eroding confidence” in 
the department. A former FBI official and president 
of the Chicago Crime Commission said, “Suspicion 
is running very high as to who you can trust, as far 
as officers.” (NY Times, 10/26)

This follows a series of crises that have rocked 
the racist CPD, starting with the ongoing investiga-
tions into the torture cases involving Jon Burge & 
Co. From 1973 to 1991, long before Abu Ghraib, 
detectives under Burge’s command used what the 
City’s own lawyers called, “savage torture” to get 
confessions from suspects. Ninety people com-
plained of the use of electric shock with portable 
hand-cranked generators, suffocation, burnings on 
very hot radiators, the use of cattle prods on the 
genitals, severe beatings and mock executions. 

U.S. Attorney Patrick Fitzgerald, the prosecutor 
who convicted Cheney’s errand boy Scooter Libby, 
has taken over after the County’s four-year inves-
tigation found a long history of racist torture and 
brutality against black workers. It also found that 
Assistant State Attorneys never properly investi-
gated the torture charges and that those who pros-
ecuted the victims are now the very judges deny-
ing them appeals! The investigation also found that 
Mayor Daley, then a State’s Attorney, knew of the 
torture complaints and did nothing. 

The statute of limitations has run out so the 
torturers, from Burge to Daley, cannot be pros-
ecuted. The feds are investigating perjury allega-
tions against police and others. The city is spending 
millions on attorneys, including Burge’s lawyers, to 
delay settlement of the civil torture cases.

More recently, the Special Operations Section 
(SOS), an “elite” anti-drug/anti-gang unit, was dis-
solved due to its own crime wave of robbery, false 

arrests, kidnappings, brutality, and murder. One cop 
is charged with hiring a hit-man to murder another 
cop who was willing to testify to save himself.

This past August, the police went on a racist 
rampage and brutally murdered four young men in 
cold blood, in four separate incidents. West Side 
workers and youth marched and confronted the po-
lice over the murder of 18-year-old Aaron Harrison. 
PLP was active in this fight-back and met many an-
gry residents. They’re being invited to this month’s 
CHALLENGE dinner. 

Last week, two cops were found guilty in a civil 
case of sodomizing a young black worker with a 
screwdriver, after having been “cleared” by the Of-
fice of Professional Standards. (OPS “investigates” 
citizen complaints). That will cost the city $4 million. 
Another jury awarded another black man $2 million 
for being framed and falsely arrested.

Like many politicians, CEO’s, bankers and un-
ion leaders, personal corruption has hurt the CPD’s 
ability to implement the rulers’ plans for war and 
fascism. To regain control of the police, the City is 

working with the Police Executive Research Forum 
(PERF), a “progressive” police think-tank that in-
cludes NYPD chief Ray Kelly and LAPD chief Brat-
ton, and follows George Kelling’s community polic-
ing model.

Now Al Sharpton has opened up shop here to 
maintain control of masses of angry workers and 
youth, taking advantage of Jesse Jackson’s silence 
about the rise in racist police terror. Sharpton criti-
cized Daley for not handling the SOS scandal. He’s 
calling for a civilian review board over the police. 

But review boards won’t stop these racist killer-
torturers from doing the bosses dirty work of ter-
rorizing us into accepting a future of wider wars and 
poverty wages. Review boards won’t stop racist 
cutbacks in mass transit and public health to finance 
the endless oil wars. The racist murderers and tor-
turers and the entire capitalist system they protect 
must be destroyed with communist revolution!J
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No ‘Lesser Evil’ — Kennedy Klan Behind 
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‘The decision to unleash the combined forces 
of ROAR and the state apparatus on the 

BOSTON 75 volunteers was made at the very 
least by forces on the highest level of the 

Boston city government.’


